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1 Abstract

We have de"igned a ba"e template for a Tarnagotchi Virtual pet. Included
in this are the GUI and the base environment classe",

2 Introduction

The Tamagotchi is a handheld digital pet created in 1996 by Aid MaitaII].
The idea is to look after the pet as you would a regular pet, hy feeding it,
playing with it and other functions. The pet lives on a t.ime delay reqniring
attention over an extended period.

3 Tasks

The main ideas in 01ll' task arc to cmbclish upon the euncnt base imple-
mentation, extending where possible.

Some thoughts on what you can do with this follow.

3.1 XML

XML fast becoming one of the most important web technologies, used to
transmit semi-hnman-readable information across the internet. Java 6, im-
proves two methods of handling XML in Java; JAXP - which is a Java

XML parseI' technology, and JAXn - whidl is afar more complicated, but
thus more powerful, method of converting Java classes directly to and from
XML.

Use Java6's JAXB or JAXP libraries to implement a persistent state for
the Tamagotchi using the provided Tamagagothi API[2],

3.2 Moods

The Tamagotehi in the provided code changes state, or "mood" based on a
number of statistics, or metrics. Implement more metrics, or clean up the
current set of metrics.

3.3 Actions

The Tamagotchi in the provided cod" has a nnmher of actions which are
displayed in a toolbar at the top of the application. Implement as many
ot,her actions as you feel able, the original Tamagotchi iucluded play, feed,
punish, and reward actions. This may work well with the previous section.

3.4 Freedom

You may also do your own thing, should you feol inspired. The code we have
written is Java 1.5 compliant and feel free to edit it as you wish.
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